OBJECTIVES Our objectives were to determine how patients who make frequent use of the medical system (high users) with medically unexplained symptoms met our chart-rating criteria for somatization and minor acute illness and what the stability of such diagnoses were over time.

STUDY DESIGN A chart review was performed at baseline and 1 and 2 years; we re-rated the charts of patients initially rated as having somatization, as well as a 15% sample of those with minor acute illness.

POPULATION We obtained a random sample of high-use patients (≥6 visits/year) aged 21 to 55 years who were identified from the management information system.

OUTCOMES We measured chart review designations as organic disease, somatization, or minor acute illness.

RESULTS Among 883 high users at baseline, 35% had organic diseases; 14% had somatization; and 51% had minor acute illness as their primary problems. No patients with initial minor acute diagnoses were reclassified as having somatization 1 or 2 years later, and all but 2 patients had minor acute illness in 1 or both follow-up years.

CONCLUSIONS Minor acute illness was more common among high users than somatization and organic diseases combined. It has not previously been studied but probably has been recognized by clinicians as the “worried well.” Diagnoses of somatization were unstable over 2 years’ follow-up, while minor acute diagnoses were stable, supporting the latter as a valid entity.
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Using this preliminary research, we report on patients with medically unexplained physical symptoms, who have what we call “minor acute illness.” In contrast to the well-studied chronic somatizing patient in whom medically unexplained symptoms\textsuperscript{1,2} are of at least 6 months’ duration,\textsuperscript{1} we define minor acute illness as unexplained symptoms of any type (eg, sore throats, minor sprains, “sinuses”) that resolve completely in less than 6 months (usually days or weeks). Although most patients would not seek care for these minor complaints, some patients with minor acute illness have exaggerated responses to common symptoms and become high users of medical care.\textsuperscript{4-8} These are probably recognized by many physicians as the “worried well.”

Our review of the literature and discussion with several experts reveal that no research group has given con-
sideration to defining the diagnostic features of minor acute illness or to describing it over time. Not surprisingly, studies of treatment are nonexistent, and reported treatments are ineffective. We present preliminary research defining minor acute illness, distinguishing it from somatization and organic disease, and evaluating its persistence over time among high-use patients.

**METHODS**

**Subjects**

All patients were members of a largely primary care, staff model health maintenance organization (HMO) in Lansing, Michigan (Blue Cross Network). Only computerized descriptive information in the HMO’s management information system (MIS) and data in patients’ clinical charts were involved in our study. The MIS includes administrative information on age, sex, all patient encounters with the system, primary diagnoses made at each physician/nurse practitioner/physician assistant visit (International Classification of Diseases—Ninth Revision codes), revenue codes, and charges for services. Subjects whose visits for the year were primarily because of pregnancy, substance abuse, or other recognized psychiatric problems/diagnoses (e.g., bipolar disorder, eating disorder) were excluded.

**Screening to Identify Somatizing and Minor Acute Illness Patients**

We first identified all patients aged 21 to 55 years in the Lansing, Michigan, area who had at least 1 visit during 1995 to a physician, physician assistant, nurse practitioner, specialist, or emergency room; each hospitalization was counted as 1 visit. We did not use older patients, because our goal for another project was to identify chronic somatizing patients with minimal organic disease; the discovery of minor acute illness patients was an unexpected byproduct. Of 15,505 members in 1995, 5423 had 6 or more visits, and 1000 of these patients were randomly selected for further evaluation; to obtain the greatest possible sample, we arbitrarily defined 6 or more visits (65th percentile) as high users. Of the 1000, 94 were excluded because of pregnancy, substance abuse, visits for psychiatric care, or because they were employees of the HMO, and 23 were excluded because of incomplete data. We excluded patients under regular psychiatric care, because we wanted to obtain (for a treatment intervention) patients not receiving psychologic attention. The remaining 883 patients constituted the study population. Excluded patients differed from those in the study group in age, sex, and employer group but not on the amount of copay ($\= .58$) and relationship to the subscriber ($\= .23$). Excluded patients were on average younger (35.7 years vs 40.3 years, $\< .001$), and 88% were women as opposed to 68% for patients included in the overall study ($\< .001$).

Reference standard diagnoses were established by a resident physician (emergency medicine) rating the 883 charts according to specific criteria, reported previously and summarized in the report’s Appendix.* The rater classified patients by their primary/predominant problem for the entire year as organic disease, somatization, or minor acute illness. The designation of the primary problem was based on the largest number of visits for a problem. For example, a patient with a documented urinary infection at the first visit with 1 follow-up visit, documented pneumonia at the third visit with 2 follow-up visits, 1 visit for chronic low back pain with a negative computed tomography scan, and 2 visits for minor ligamentous strain, with no objective manifestations and no investigation, would be rated as organic for this year; similarly, a patient would be considered to have minor acute illness with 6 visits for minor com-

---

*The Appendix can be found at www.jfponline.com
TABLE 2
VALIDITY CRITERIA FOR PSYCHIATRIC ENTITIES

1. Describe the syndrome/condition or disorder through unique symptoms and symptom patterns as well as by other features (eg, age and precipitating factors) and delineate clinical exclusion criteria to differentiate from other disorders.

2. Identify distinctive laboratory diagnostic features, including psychologic testing.

3. Identify uniform etiology, pathogenesis, and epidemiology to distinguish from other syndromes/diseases.

4. Show uniform clinical course and persistence of diagnosis over time.

5. Show increased prevalence among close family members.

NOTE: From Guze and colleagues, who comment that we often know little about criteria 2 and 3, and a careful description must focus on criteria 4 and 5, follow-up studies, and family studies.

plaints with no work-up and no objective manifestations of disease on examination, as well as 1 visit for documented urinary infection and 3 for diabetes mellitus. The same rule was used for follow-up ratings 1 and 2 years later, and the rater for follow-up ratings was unaware of the baseline ratings.

Organic disease was diagnosed by standard medical criteria and based on clear physical signs of disease (eg, laceration, enlarged liver) or, almost always, definitive laboratory investigation; the rater relied on expert judgment and referred to text material as needed.39 Somatization was rated when, following objectively based diagnostic evaluation (definitive testing), patients were free of organic disease that contributed significantly to at least 1 physical symptom of at least 6 months’ duration. Minor acute illness was rated when all physical symptoms were of less than 6 months’ duration, as judged by the rater from explicit mention in the chart or from observation that symptoms cleared and did not recur, and there was no documentation of an organic disease explanation for the symptom or its degree of severity. Because minor acute problems typically were not severe or disabling (in contrast to somatization), definitive testing often had not been performed. From the 1995 baseline sample of 122 somatizers and 450 minor acute patients identified by our rating procedure, we re-rated a sample of all available somatizers (N=104; 85%) and a 15% random sample of minor acute illness patients (N=66) both 1 and 2 years later.

After 10 hours of initial training, including practice rating on nonstudy charts, the rater rated 20 charts of nonstudy high-utilizing patients. A priori, we set an agreement rate with the trainer (one of the authors [R.C.S.]) for primary diagnosis of 90% (18 of 20 charts) before the rater began rating study patients. During the study, the trainer rated sets of 20 study charts already evaluated by the rater, once each during 1995, 1996, and 1997. The rater had high levels of agreement with the trainer throughout, varying from 90% to 95%. This level of agreement is not surprising, because the trainer trained the rater, which was also reflected in the κ of 0.93.

Statistical Analysis
We also reviewed the 1996 and 1997 use for the same 104 somatizers identified in our initial 1995 baseline chart review of high-utilizing patients. Again, the same 15% random sample (N=66) was selected from those classified as having minor acute illness in 1995. In the follow-up years, some patients had relocated or were no longer receiving their medical care at our HMO. However, nearly 85% of the patients in our selected sample were continuously enrolled in the HMO in the 2 subsequent years of our study. Similar to chart rating, the final sample consisted of 104 somatizers and 66 patients with minor acute illness. For these patients we ascertained their status (somatization, organic disease, or minor acute illness) and their use (<6 visits; ≥6 visits) in 1996 and 1997. The 2 groups of patients were compared using chi-square tests for categoric variables and by t tests for continuous variables. Confidence intervals for binomial proportions were calculated by the exact method.

RESULTS
The characteristics of 170 patients (104 somatization; 66 minor acute) studied at all data collection points are shown in Table 1. The mean age (as of 1995) was 41.3 years among somatizers versus 39.7 years among patients with minor acute illness (P=.19). The 2 groups differed only by sex, with nearly 83% of the somatizers being women, compared with 65% among minor acute illness patients (P=.009).

Among 883 high-use patients at baseline, 311 had organic diseases (35%); 122 had somatization (14%); and 450 had minor acute illness (51%) as their primary problems. No patients with initial minor acute illness diagnoses were reclassified as somatization 1 and 2 years later, and all but 2 patients had minor acute illness in 1 or both follow-up years.

The follow-up status in 1996 and 1997 of the 104 somatizers and the 66 minor acute illness patients initially rated in 1995 appears in Figure 1. It shows the (percentage) distribution of organic diseases, somatization, and minor acute illness diagnoses for 1995, 1996, and 1997, using all available data in each year. Because our rating of patients in 1 of the 3 categories followed a strict protocol (for 13 patients in 1996 and 40 patients...
1997 was more prevalent among somatizers (70%) than in minor acute illness patients (45%). Persistent high use in both years among minor acute illness patients was 16.7% (95% confidence interval [CI], 8.6%-27.9%) and among somatizers 32.7% (95% CI, 23.8%-42.6%).

DISCUSSION
Among high users of care, patients with minor acute symptoms were more common than those with symptoms of somatization and organic diseases combined. On follow-up study, diagnoses of somatization often changed to minor acute status, while minor acute illness diagnoses were more persistent. Although use did not remain high in either group, regression to the mean must be considered, because we sampled only on high use in 1995.

We found no research data to compare with our results in patients with minor acute illness. However, the presumed stability and chronicity of somatization diagnoses have been questioned. For example, great variability in symptoms was seen in repeated hospitalizations of somatizers, as judged by chart review. Others found that only 21 of 70 cases identified as somatization disorder at baseline had the same diagnosis 12 months later and that only approximately one half of all somatization symptoms were present 1 year later.

Limitations
This first preliminary study of high users with minor acute illness was limited by the shortcomings of any retrospective chart review. These include the facts that: (1) We depended on how aggressively a physician attempted to diagnose organic disease and on how completely clinicians recorded their findings; (2) Without access to patients, we were unable to identify their unique perspective or to diagnose specific somatoform disorders using, for example, the Diagnostic Interview Schedule, the World Health Organization Composite Diagnostic Interview, or direct patient interviews; (3) Our designation of soma-
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...the minimum criterion specified for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) somatoform diagnoses; if busy clinicians did not record duration, overcoding of minor acute status could have occurred. We cannot be certain that patients in either the medically unexplained group (ie, somatization, minor acute illness) did not in fact have organic diseases, because we were unable to investigate each patient ourselves from a biomedical perspective. However, during follow-up chart review, we observed no instances of an important organic disease having been missed when a diagnosis of minor acute illness or somatization status was made initially.

In spite of these expected problems when chart review is the only available source of data, this research on previously unstudied patients provides a starting point for further research. Based on clinical descriptions, our observations on somatizing patients did in fact indicate that we had studied a typical chronic somatizing population (eg, those with low back pain, pelvic pain, irritable bowel syndrome). Also, others have found that chart review may be superior in identifying somatizing patients and that the DSM-IV has important shortcomings, notwithstanding the latter’s prominent present role in diagnosing conditions with medically unexplained symptoms. Further, because minor acute illness symptoms are short term, it is arguable that few minor acute patients will receive DSM-IV somatoform diagnoses. Still, as the next research step DSM-IV diagnoses should be sought to better delineate this new group, as should other standard psychiatric measures, especially for depression, anxiety, and unique personality traits.

Although psychiatric measures are needed to better define this high-use population, their absence in this initial study does not negate the importance of our findings from medical patients’ charts. They presumably reflect what patients actually reported to providers as their major reasons for seeking care, in contrast to questionnaire and lay interviewer data obtained unrelated to care seeking. Complementing our chart-based data with these standard psychiatric measures is the necessary next step.

Others have considered the problem of minor symptoms. Barsky and Borus seemed to distinguish short-term symptoms from the chronic symptoms of somatization and somatoform disorders by including many symptoms that often are brief and self-limited in what they called functional somatic syndromes (eg, palpitations, dizziness, lightheadedness, sore throat, and dry mouth). To avoid compounding the severe nosology problem in somatization and because the term functional somatic syndromes has been used by others to encompass all types of somatization, we are using the purely descriptive term “minor acute illness” to identify the patients reported here with short-term symptoms, recognizing that there may be considerable overlap with the group of patients identified by Barsky and Borus, Katon and colleagues, the acute and subacute somatizers of Kleinman, and the somatoform “not otherwise specified” category in DSM-IV. We prefer minor acute illness also to the common but pejorative term “worried well,” which we believe has never been defined. The “minor acute” label also has been used previously in a closely related context. Similar to Katon and coworkers, we propose that minor acute illness fits into the mild end of a multidimensional classification scheme for patients with medically unexplained symptoms—with abridged somatization disorder as moderate and full somatization disorder as severe. The latter 2 diagnoses are based on DSM-IV criteria only.

CONCLUSIONS

More research is needed to assist the field in better addressing patients with medically unexplained symptoms. The long-range goal for minor acute illness (as well as somatization) is to determine if it is a distinct and valid entity. In what is a complex task for psychiatric epidemiologists in the absence of organic disease and pathophysiologic changes, we can use the recommendations of Guze and colleagues for establishing the validity of a psychiatric diagnosis to guide us...
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(Table 2). At this point, we can say only that there is evidence from our initial research study that we can use to describe and define minor acute illness and that it persists over 2 years (criteria 1 and 4 from Table 2). These are key determinants of validity, but they require much confirmation.38,39 Extensive work lies ahead in achieving our ultimate goal, providing effective treatment for a group that often receives inappropriate treatment, such as unnecessary antibiotics.
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